Self-consistent theory of high-order harmonic generation by relativistic plasma mirror.
We present a self-consistent semianalytical model of the relativistic plasma mirror, based on the exact computation of the laser-driven electron surface oscillations within the cold-fluid approximation. Valid for arbitrary solid densities, laser incidence angle, and a large set of laser intensities (10(18)-10(21) W/cm(2)), the model unravels different regimes of harmonic generation. In particular, it is found that efficient conversion of p-polarized laser pulses into high-order harmonics well above the plasma frequency requires either high laser intensities, low plasma densities, or incidence angles larger than a threshold value. This critical angle corresponds to a transition between a regime where the electron surface dynamics is mostly governed by the laser J×B force and a "cyclotron Brunel" regime, where electrons perform many cyclotron gyrations when moving into the vacuum. Under conditions relevant to current laser experiments, the latter regime gives rise to nonmonotonic variations of the harmonic yield with the laser field. Our predictions are supported by an extensive parametric study performed with highly resolved one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations.